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Beating the Axis at Its Own Game! 

Back from a cruise on one of the training subs at the New London school, student sea- 
men prepare to go ashore as the sub ties up at the dock. 

4^The skipper of a training sub gets an eye- 
ful through the periscope Students stand 
by at the torpedo tubes, for under war con- 
ditions an order to fire might soon follow. 

^ Bow view from conning tower os the sub 
• knifes along. Spray foams over those two 

winglike bow planes which are used to 
keep the sub at even keel when submerged. 

Student crewmen master the maze of control levers, wheels and dials by which the 
submarine is manipulated under water. Ship's second officer is the instructor here. 

|JNCLE SAM is out to build the biggest fleet of sub- 
marines on the seven seas—to expand his undersea j 

force by "more than 100" new subs in addition to those 
now in commission and building Just how many more 

than 100 there will be remained a naval secret os Presi- 
dent Roosevelt signed the bill authorizing 200,000 tons • 

more of submarines. With this more potent-than-ever 4 

naval weapon the United States has dealt it out and taken 
it in this fight. And with these new ships it will deal out 
a lot more than it takes. • 

It will take a vastly expanded submarine crew force to | 
man this huge fleet, and that, too, is in process of being | 
provided, chiefly in the Navy's submarine school at New 
London, Conn., where these pictures were taken, as young 
Americans prepare to live and fight in the strange under- 
sea world. 

Torpedo drill is the highspot of a training cruise. Here trainees are polishing up 
on the technique of swinging a torpedo by the chain loops into a tube for firing. 

Some, if not oil, the comforts of home. One of them is good food served hot from this electric stove, complete 
with oven. There's no waste space in this subkitchen, but it's convenient. K p- Photos- 

k 

Trainees settle down to a hot plotter right out of the tidy kitchen. Submarines aren't spacious, but these men 

get. plenty of exercise in their training routine and salt oir puts the final edge on appetites. 
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